Introduction
Let X be a Banach space and {C ω } ω∈Ω a collection of closed cones in X, indexed by a set Ω. Consider the following two geometric properties 1 {C ω } ω∈Ω could satisfy in X:
(1) Conormality: There exists a constant α > 0 such that, for every x ∈ X, there exists a decomposition x = ω∈Ω c ω with ω∈Ω c ω ≤ α x and c ω ∈ C ω for all ω ∈ Ω.
(2) Coadditivity: For some normed subspace Z of X Ω , there exists a constant α > 0 such that, for every ξ ∈ Z, there exists some x ∈ ω∈Ω (ξ ω + C ω ) with x ≤ α ξ .
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The author's research was funded by The Claude Leon Foundation. 1 Historically the properties "conormality" and "coadditivity" are respectively called "α-generating" and "α-directedness". Our reason for deviating is in favor of the mnemonic device connecting "conormality" and "coadditivity" to their dual properties "normality" and "additivity" (standard terms which we do not define or need in this paper): Roughly, a space is normal (additive) if and only if its dual is conormal (coadditive), and vice versa. The interested reader is referred to [10] and [11] which tries to reference the previously existing literature on such dualities as completely as possible.
The following two very simple examples are easily seen to be conormal and coadditive respectively, and also illustrates that these properties make sense even outside the realm of classical ordered Banach spaces.
Example 1.1. For R 2 with the Euclidean norm with {e 1 , e 2 } the standard basis for R 2 , set Ω := {e 1 , e 2 , −(e 1 + e 2 )} ⊆ R 2 , and define the cones {C x } x∈Ω by setting C x := {λx | λ ≥ 0} for all x ∈ Ω. The space R 2 with {C x } x∈Ω is easily seen to be conormal. Example 1.2. For R 2 with the Euclidean norm, we will define the cones C 1 := (x, y) ∈ R 2 x, y ≥ 0 and C 2 := α(1, 1) + β(1, −1) ∈ R 2 α, β ≥ 0 . The space R 2 with {C j } j∈{1,2} is easily seen to be coadditive (with Z taken as the ℓ 2 -direct sum two copies of R 2 ).
The following result dates back to Andô's [4, Lemma 1] , which was proven by employing an Open Mapping Theorem due to Klee [8, (3.2) ]. The reader should recognize the conclusion of the following result as a conormality property. [8, (3. 2)]). Let X be a Banach space ordered by a closed cone C ⊆ X. If C is generating, i.e., X = C − C, then there exists a constant α > 0 so that, for every x ∈ X, there exists a decomposition
Recently, a stronger version of the Klee-Andô Theorem, stated as Corollary 5.6 below, was proven by the author and de Jeu in [7] . Its proof employed a generalization of Banach's classical Open Mapping Theorem [7, Theorem 3.2] together with Michael's Selection Theorem which stated in this paper as Theorem 5.3. We note that Corollary 5.6 has wider applicability than ordered Banach spaces (cf. Example 1.1) and has a distinctly more geometrical flavor than the order theoretic Theorem 1.3 (where we essentially restrict our attention to only two cones: C and −C). (1) For every x ∈ X, there exists a decomposition x = ω∈Ω c ω , with c ω ∈ C ω for every ω ∈ Ω, and satisfying ω∈Ω c ω < ∞.
(2) There exists an α > 0 such that, for every x ∈ X, there exists a decomposition x = ω∈Ω c ω , with c ω ∈ C ω for every ω ∈ Ω, and satisfying ω∈Ω c ω ≤ α x . (3) There exists an α > 0 and, for every ω ∈ Ω, there exists a continuous positively homogeneous map δ ω : X → C ω such that, for every x ∈ X, we have x = ω∈Ω δ ω (x) and ω∈Ω δ ω (x) ≤ α x .
In other words, the mere fact that one can decompose arbitrary elements of X as the limit of absolutely convergent series with terms chosen from the closed cones {C ω } ω∈Ω , automatically implies that one can always choose such a decomposition in a bounded, continuous and positively homogeneous and manner. This is, of course, particularly useful when considering spaces of continuous functions taking values in an ordered Banach space (cf. [6, Corollary 2.8 
]).
Having now discussed the Strong Klee-Andô Theorem for conormality, we point out that coadditivity and conormality are intimately related, in that both their statements satisfy the following general template:
For every structure A of a certain type, there exists some related structure B, and this B is bounded, in some sense, by A. This relationship and the fact that the Klee-Andô Theorem for conormality was previously established in [7] , raises the following question: We will answer this question positively in this paper by proving Corollary 5.5. (1) For every ξ ∈ Z, the intersection ω∈Ω (ξ ω + C ω ) is non-empty.
(2) There exists an α > 0 such that, for every ξ ∈ Z, there exists some
There exists an α > 0 and a continuous positively homogeneous map υ : 
We briefly describe the structure of the paper.
In Section 2 we provide some preliminary definitions and notation used throughout the current paper.
Sections 3 and 4 sees the introduction of some terminology on correspondences (also known as multi-functions) and will prove some general results. Section 3 will introduce what we call "additive" and "α-bounded" correspondences and will establish some general results that we will use in later sections. Section 4 sees the definition of metric cones and proof of one of our main results, an Open Mapping Theorem for cone-valued correspondences (Theorem 4.5).
We apply our results from the previous sections to prove our Strong Klee-Andô Theorems for conormality and coadditivity in Section 5. Although our Strong KleeAndô Theorem for conormality was previously established in [7] , we also include a proof of it here for the sake of completeness.
Preliminary definitions and notation
All vector spaces are assumed to be over the reals. Let V be a vector space. A non-empty subset C ⊆ V satisfying C + C ⊆ C and λC ⊆ C for all λ ≥ 0 will be called a cone. If C ∩ −C = {0}, then we will say C is a proper cone. If V = C − C, then we will say that C is generating in V . Translation invariant and positively homogeneous pre-orders (partial orders) on V are easily seen to be in bijection with cones (proper cones) in V , cf. [3, Section 1.1]. We will say V is ordered by a cone C by defining "v ≤ w" to mean w ∈ v + C for v, w ∈ V .
Let φ : V → R be any map. The map φ is said to be positively homogeneous, if φ(λv) = λφ(v) for all v ∈ V and λ ≥ 0. The map φ is said to be subadditive if
For a normed space X, we will denote the unit sphere, closed unit ball and open unit ball of X respectively by S X , B X and B X .
Let Ω be an arbitrary index set, and let X be a Banach space.
(1) For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, by ℓ p (Ω, X) we will denote the usual ℓ p -direct sum of |Ω| copies of X, with the norm on ℓ p (Ω, X) denoted by · p . (2) By c(Ω, X) we will denote the closed subspace of ℓ ∞ (Ω, X) of all elements ξ ∈ ℓ ∞ (Ω, X) for which there exists some x ∈ X such that, for every ε > 0, the set {ω ∈ Ω | ξ ω − x ≥ ε} is finite. Let {C ω } ω∈Ω be an indexed collection of cones in X, and let Z be some vector subspace of X Ω . The notation " ω∈Ω C ω ⊆ Z" will be used to denote the set {ξ ∈ Z | ∀ω ∈ Ω, ξ ω ∈ C ω }.
Bounded and additive correspondences
In this section our goal is to prove the general result, Proposition 3.3, which establishes the lower hemicontinuity of certain correspondences constructed from given correspondences having some extra algebraic structure.
We
(1) We will say ϕ is additive if, for x, z ∈ X, ϕ(x) + ϕ(z) ⊆ ϕ(x + z).
(2) For some α > 0, we will say ϕ is α-bounded if, for every x ∈ X and ε > 0,
We begin with the following lemma, which is a crucial ingredient in the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
, then we are done. We therefore assume that x ∈ (α + ε 0 )S X . Let y ∈ G ∩ (α + 2 −1 ε 0 )B X = ∅. Then, for every t ∈ (0, 1],
In other words, 
is non-empty-and convex-valued and lower hemicontinuous.
Proof. Since ϕ is α-bounded and convex-valued, that ϕ ε is non-empty-and convexvalued for every ε > 0 is immediate. We establish the lower hemicontinuity of ϕ ε . Let ε > 0 and x ∈ S X be arbitrary.
arbitrary, and let r > 0 be such that y + rB Y ⊆ (α + ε)B Y ∩ U . Now, let z ∈ S X be such that z − x < r(α + ε) −1 . Since ϕ is α-bounded, there exists some v ∈ ϕ(z − x) ∩ (α + ε) z − x B Y . Then, v ≤ (α + ε) z − x < r(α + ε) −1 (α + ε) = r, so that y + v ∈ y + rB Y ⊆ (α + ε)B Y ∩ U , and, since ϕ is additive, we have
Since z was chosen arbitrarily from V := (x + r(α + ε) −1 B X ) ∩ S X , we conclude that ϕ ε is lower hemicontinuous.
An Open Mapping Theorem for cone-valued correspondences
In this section we will prove one of our main results, namely an Open Mapping Theorem for cone-valued correspondences.
We begin with the following definitions and notation:
Definition 4.1. Let C be a set equipped with operations + : C × C → C and · : R ≥0 × C → C . The set C will be called an abstract cone, if there exists an element 0 ∈ C such that, for all u, v, w ∈ C and λ, µ ∈ R ≥0 , the following hold:
Definition 4.2. Let C be an abstract cone and d a metric on C. The pair (C, d) will be called a metric cone if, for all u, v, w ∈ C and λ ∈ R ≥0 ,
We introduce the notation x := d(0, x) for x ∈ C and by B C we will denote the open unit ball about 0 ∈ C, i.e., B C := {c ∈ C | c < 1}.
Similarly to Banach spaces, if a metric cone is complete, then absolutely convergent series always converge.
Lemma 4.3. Let (C, d) be a complete metric cone. If a sequence {c
Proof. Let C be a complete metric cone. Let {c i } ⊆ C be such that
From the definition of a metric cone, it is easily seen that { n i=1 c i } n∈N is a Cauchy sequence, and hence converges in C.
To establish our Open Mapping Theorem, we will employ the Baire Category Theorem in the form of Zabreȋko's Lemma: 
]). Every countably subadditive seminorm on a Banach space is continuous.
Finally, we will prove our main result of this section: Proof. Let Ψ, as defined, be surjective. Since T is additive and D is a cone, it is clear that Ψ is an additive correspondence. We define the map ρ :
We note that ρ is positively homogeneous, and, by additivity of Ψ, we see that ρ is subadditive. Furthermore, the map q : Y → R ≥0 , defined by q(y) := ρ(y) ∨ ρ(−y) for y ∈ Y , is a seminorm on Y .
We claim that that q is countably subadditive. Let {y n } n∈N ⊆ Y be such that the series
q(y n ) holds trivially. We may therefore assume that
Let ε > 0 be arbitrary and, for each n ∈ N, let c n ∈ C be such that κy n ∈ Ψ(c n ) and
Hence, by Lemma 4.3, the series ∞ n=1 c n converges and
For every n ∈ N, we have κy n ∈ Ψ(c n ) = T c n + D, i.e., there exists some d n ∈ D such that κy n − T c n = d n . Because T is continuous and additive, the series
, and, in particular we note that the series ∞ n=1 d n converges. Since D is a closed cone, the series
Since ε > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, the claim that q is countably subadditive follows. We conclude that q is continuous by Zabreȋko's Lemma (Lemma 4.4).
By subadditivity of ρ, for all x, y ∈ Y we have |ρ(x)−ρ(y)| ≤ max{ρ(±(x−y))} = q(x − y), which implies that ρ is also continuous, and finally, that
Strong Klee-Andô Theorems for coadditivity and conormality
We are now ready to establish our Strong Klee-Andô Theorems for conormality and coadditivity through an application of Theorem 4.5. Although our focus in this paper is on establishing a Klee-Andô Theorem for coadditivity (Corollary 5.5), for the sake of completeness and illustration we include a proof of a Klee-Andô Theorem conormality, Corollary 5.6 (also proven in [7] ).
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a Banach space and {C ω } ω∈Ω be an indexed collection of closed cones in X.
(1) Let Z be either of the spaces c(Ω, X) or ℓ ∞ (Ω, X), and let the correspondence Υ : Z ։ X be defined by
If Υ is non-empty-valued, then there exists some α > 0 for which Υ is α-bounded.
(2) Let the correspondence ∆ : X ։ ℓ 1 (Ω, X) be defined by
If ∆ is non-empty-valued, then there exists some α > 0 for which ∆ is α-bounded.
Proof. We prove (1) for the case that Z = ℓ ∞ (Ω, X). The case where Z = c(Ω, X) follows similarly.
Let {C ω } ω∈Ω be such that, for every ξ ∈ ℓ ∞ (Ω, X), we have
for all x ∈ X and ω ∈ Ω. The cone D is closed in ℓ ∞ (Ω, X), and, since T is a linear isometry, it is clear that T is continuous, additive and positively homogeneous. We define Ψ :
It is easily seen that Ψ is surjective: Let ξ ∈ ℓ ∞ (Ω, X) be arbitrary and choose x ∈ ω∈Ω (ξ ω + C ω ) = ∅, then ξ ∈ T x + D. Now, by our Open Mapping Theorem (Theorem 4.5), Ψ(B X ) is open in ℓ ∞ (Ω, X). Let β > 0 be such that βB ℓ ∞ (Ω,X) ⊆ Ψ(B X ). Then, for every ξ ∈ ℓ ∞ (Ω, X) and ε > 0, there exists some w ∈ B X such that βξ/(1 + εβ) ξ ∞ ∈ Ψ(w) = T w + D. Setting x := (β −1 + ε) ξ ∞ w we obtain ξ ∈ Ψ(x), implying x ∈ ω∈Ω (ξ ω + C ω ), and x ≤ (β −1 + ε) ξ ∞ . I.e., setting α := β −1 , we have, for any ξ ∈ ℓ ∞ (Ω, X) and ε > 0, that Υ(ξ) ∩ (α + ε) ξ ∞ B X = ∅. We conclude that the correspondence Υ is α-bounded.
We prove (2) . Let {C ω } ω∈Ω be such that for every x ∈ X, there exists some ξ ∈ ω∈Ω C ω ⊆ ℓ 1 (Ω, X) such that x = ω∈Ω ξ ω . We define C := ω∈Ω C ω ⊆ ℓ 1 (Ω, X) and Σ : C → X by Σξ := ω∈Ω ξ ω for ξ ∈ ℓ 1 (Ω, X). Let Ψ : ℓ 1 (Ω, X) ։ X be defined by Ψ(ξ) := Σξ + {0}. The cone C is a complete metric cone with the metric induced by the ℓ 1 -norm, and furthermore, the map Σ is surjective, continuous, additive and positively homogeneous. Therefore, by our Open Mapping Theorem (Theorem 4.5), Ψ(B C ) is an open set. Let β > 0 be such that βB X ⊆ Ψ(B C ). Then, for every x ∈ X and ε > 0, there exists some η ∈ B C such that βx/(1 + εβ) x ∈ Ψ(η) = ω∈Ω η ω + {0}. Setting ξ := (β −1 + ε) x η, we obtain x ∈ Ψ(ξ), implying x = ω∈Ω ξ ω , and ξ 1 ≤ (β −1 + ε) x . I.e., setting α := β −1 , for any x ∈ X and ε > 0, we obtain ∆(x) ∩ (α + ε) x B ℓ 1 (Ω,X) = ∅. We conclude that the correspondence ∆ is α-bounded.
We now apply Proposition 3.3, to show that certain correspondences related to Υ and ∆ are lower hemicontinuous. 
is non-empty-closed-and convex-valued, and is lower hemicontinuous.
Proof. We prove (1) . By Theorem 5.1(1), there exists some α > 0 for which Υ is α-bounded. It is then clear that Υ ε is then non-empty-, closed-and convex-valued for every ε > 0. It is easily seen that Υ is additive, so that, by Proposition 3.3, Υ ε is lower hemicontinuous for every ε > 0. We prove (2) . By Theorem 5.1(2), there exists some α > 0 for which ∆ is α-bounded. Again, it is clear that ∆ ε is non-empty-, closed-and convex-valued for every ε > 0. That ∆ is additive is easily seen, so that, by Proposition 3.3, ∆ ε is lower hemicontinuous for every ε > 0.
We will now apply Michael's Selection Theorem to obtain continuous selections of ∆ and Υ. 
Proof. Before we begin, we note that all metric spaces are paracompact [14] , so that, for any normed space N , its unit sphere S N is paracompact with the metric induced from the norm.
We prove (1). By Corollary 5.2(1) and Michael's Selection Theorem (Theorem 5.3), for every ε > 0, there exists a continuous selection υ : S Z → X of Υ ε : S Z ։ X. We define υ by (1) For every ξ ∈ Z, the intersection ω∈Ω (ξ ω + C ω ) is non-empty. Z → X such that, for every ξ ∈ Z, we have υ(ξ) ∈ ω∈Ω (ξ ω + C ω ) and υ(ξ) ≤ α ξ ∞ .
Corollary 5.6 (Strong Klee-Andô Theorem for conormality). Let X be a Banach space and {C ω } ω∈Ω an indexed collection of closed cones in X. The following are equivalent:
(1) For every x ∈ X, there exists a decomposition x = ω∈Ω c ω , with c ω ∈ C ω for every ω ∈ Ω, and satisfying ω∈Ω c ω < ∞.
